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Systems Simulation
D. E. KNUTH AND J. L. McNELEY
Summaryi-This paper illustrates the use of SOL, a generalpurpose algorithmic language useful for describing and simulating

complex systems. Such a system is described as a number of individual processes which simultaneously enact a program very much
like a computer program. (Some features of the SOL language are
directly applicable to programming languages for parallel computers,
as well as for simulation.) Once a system has been described in the
language, the program can be translated by the SOL compiler into an
interpretive code, and the execution of this code produces statistical
information about the model. A detailed example of a SOL model for
a multiple on-line console system is exhibited, indicating the nota-

tional simplicity and intuitive nature of the language.
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Marowiz, ausr, nd arr[I], and the GPSS (Gen- represents only a single entity (such as a single autor
mobile), there can be many entities each carrying out
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same program, each at its own place in the program.
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Because of these considerations, SOL is a language
]L -[L
A which is in many respects very much like a problempurpose simulation programs, they are built around oriented language
such as ALGOL or FORTRAN.
quite different concepts because of their independent There are three major points of difference between SOL
evolution, and so they bear little resemblance to eachn
other. SOL (Simulation-Oriented Language) is another
1) mechanisms for parallel computation,
general-purpose simulation routine, in which we have
2) a convenient notation for random elements within
attempted to incorporate the best features of the other
arithmetic expressions,
languages. After a careful study of SIMSCRIPT and
3) automatic means of gathering statistics about the
GPSS, and after having implemented a version of GPSS
elements involved.
for another computer, we found that it would be possible
to generalize the characteristics of the former programs, On the other hand, many of the features of problemwhile at the same time the language became simpler oriented languages do not appear in SOL, not because
and more convenient for the preparation of models. This they are incompatible with it, but rather because they
simplification was achieved by extracting the essential introduce more complication into this scheme than
characteristics of GPSS and recasting them into a sym- seems to be of practical value for simulation processes.
bolic language such as SIMSCRIPT. There are, of
A program written in the SOL language is punched
course, a great many ways in which this can be done, onto cards and it is then compiled by the SOL compiler
and we are not sure that the compromises we have into an interpretive pseudocode. The SQL interpreter is
chosen have been optimal; but a year of experience with another machine program, which executes this pseudothe SQL language, after applying it to a number of code and produces the results. (The SQL system has
problems of different kinds, indicates that SQL is abenipmntdfrheB00c pur,utate
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A self-contained, complete description of SQL ap-
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pears in another paper [5 ]. The definition there is rather
terse since it is intended primarily as a reference description; we will introduce the language here by means
of an example, discussing the significance of each statementin an inutv faho.

~

EXAMPLE: COMMUNICATION WITH
REMOTE TERMINALS
The following example has been chosen not only to
illustrate most of the features of SOL, but also because
it is a practical application in which SQL has been used
to evaluate the design of an actual system of some complexity.
Consider the configuration shown in Fig. 1. This
represents one of four similar groups of devices which
all share the processor shown at the right. The "TU sy"
are terminal units which may be thought of as inquiry
stations or typewriters. There are three groups of typewriters, with three in the first groLp (TU[1], TU[3],
TU[5]), two in the second group (TU[2], TU[4]) and
only one in the third (TU[6]). These groups are located
many miles from each other and from the central processor. People come in at the rate of about five or six per
minute to use each typewriter, and they wait in the
appropriate queue until the typewriter is free.
These people will send one of three kinds of messages.
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six PBU's, which share the central processor with
the configuration shown in Fig. 1.
t
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The independent quantities which enact the programs
as the simulation proceeds are called transactions. (Much
of the terminology used in SOL is taken from Gordon's
simulator [2]-[4].) As simulation begins, there are only
three transactions: one for each of the programs 1), 2),
3). Therefore, these programs describe not only the action of the quantities mentioned above, they also describe the creation and dissolution of new transactions.
Each transaction contains local variables which have
values that can be referred to only by that transaction.
There are also global varia bles, and some other types of
global quantities, which can be referred to by all transactions. Thus, transactions can interact with each other
by setting and testing global quantities. Only one
"copy" of each global variable is present in the system,
but there are in general many copies of each local variable (one for each transaction).
Program 1), which represents the people using the
typewriters, might begin as follows:
process USERS;
begin integer Q, START TIME, MESSAGE TYPE;
new transaction to START; new transaction to START;
ORIGIN: new transaction to START; wait 0:5000; go to
ORIGIN;

3

START:

The first line merely identifies a process (i.e., a program)
with the name "U-SERS." The language resembles
5
ALGOL, and we distinguish control words by putting
second line states that there
Each message type has a different frequency and re-. them in bold-face type. The
.
are three local variables in these transactions, having the
quires a different amnount of central processor time.
names Q, START TIME and MESSAGE TYPE. The statement
Commne te te
ad t
ris
"new transaction to START" describes the creation of a
processor is handled by site buffers SB [I], Sn [21], SB [3] new transaction whose local variables have the same
one at each remote site, and by two processor buffers
and
values as the local variables of the parent transaction (in
recve
t
transmit
this case zero, since all local variables are automatically
the computer. These processor buffers sequentially scan stt
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h einn fapoes,adti e
. until locat, TU[6], TU[1],
TU[1], TU[21,
transaction begins executing tthe program at the stateing a typewriter ready to transmit information; this trnt begin execTi
he statescanning is done by sending control pulses to all lines, measnt labeled START. The statement "wait
then receiving a "positive" response from the SB if the
from 0 to 5000, is to elapse before the next statement is
TU
Then
is
executed.
In general, the statement "wait E," where E
appropriatothe
reandy
thpraesferre
from SB to the Bis
PBU
and from amese
there to the
processor,
after computing the answer, the processor refills the is some expression, means that E units of time are to
pass before excuting the next statement. The expression
PBU, and the appropriate number of words is sent bk E1:
E2 always denotes a random integer chosen between
'
.
to the SB and is typed on the TU (one word at a time). Ela E2 anderore "a it0:0" hase meaning
Further details will be given as we discuss the program. E, and E2, and therefore "wait 0: 5000" has the meaning
1me ntesmltdmdl
We will compose three programs.
1) A program which describes the action of each perThe reader should now reread the above sequence of
son who uses the remote typewriters,
coding before proceeding further. The essential action it
2) A program which describes the action of each of describes is that three transactions will begin executing
the two PBU's.
the program beginning at the statement called START,
3) A program which simulates the action of the other and thereafter a new transaction (i.e., a new user enterB
C
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Fig. 1-Multiple console on-line communication system.

begin
facility TU[6], SB [3] LINE, COMPUTER;
store 10 QUEUE[6];
integer TUSTATE [6], SBNUMBER [6], TUMESSAGE [6];
table (2000 step 500 until 15000) TABLE[61;
process MASTER CONTROL;
begin SBNUMBER [1 ] -1; SBNUMBER [2 ] <-2;

SBNUMBER[3]+-1; SBNUMBER[4]-2;
SBNUMBER[5]+-1; SBNUMBER[6]>-3;

wait 60X60X1000; stop end;
process USERS;
begin integer Q, START TIME, MESSAGE TYPE;
new transaction to START; new transaction to START;
ORIGIN: new transaction to START; wait 0:5000; go to
ORIGIN;
START: Q<-1:6; enter QUEUE [Q];
MESSAGE TYPE<-(1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3);
seize TU[Q];

TUMESSAGE [Q ]<-MESSAGE TYPE;

wait 6000:8000;
START TIME<-time;
output #TU#, Q, #SENDS MESSAGE#, MESSAGE TYPE,

#AT TIME#, time;
TUSTATE[Q]k-1;
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wait until TUSTATE [Q] =0;
release TU [Q]; leave QUEUE [Q;
tabulate (time -START TIME) in TABLE [Q];
output #TU#, Q, #RECEIVES REPLY AT TIME#, time;
cancel end;
process PBU; begin integer s, T, WORDS;
new transaction to SCAN; T<-3;
SCAN: T*-T+1; if T>6 then T<-1; wait 1;
SSBNUMBER [Ti ;

seize LINE;
wait 5; if SB [s] busy then (wait 80; release LINE; go to
SCAN);
seize SB [s]; wait 15; if TUSTATE [T] #1 then
(wait 65; release LINE; release SB [S]; go to SCAN);
wait 225; SEND: wait 170; if pr(0.02) then (wait 20; go to

SEND);

new transaction to COMPUTATION-; wait 20; release SB [S];
release LINE; TUSTATE[T]-2; cancel;
COMPUTATION: seize COMPUTER; WORDS<-TUMESSAGE [T]
+2;
wait (if WORDS =3 then 250 else if WORDS =4 then 300

else 400);
release COMPUTER;
OUTPUT: wait 1; seize LINE; wait 5;
if SB [s ] busy then (wait 80; release LINE; gO to OUTPUT);
seize SB[S]; wait 75;
RECEIVE: wait 80; if pr(0.01) then (wait 20; go to
RECEIVE);
release LINE;
WORDS <-WORDS -1;
if WORDS =0 then new transaction to SCAN;
wait 325; release SB[S]; wait 170;
if WORDS>0 then go to OUTPUT;
TUSTATE [T] <-0; cancel end;
process OTHER PBUS;
begin integer I; I<-6;
CREATE: new transaction to COMPUTE;
I< I-1; if I > 0 then go to CREATE; cancel;
COMPUTE: wait 3200:5000; seize COMPUTER;
wait (250, 250, 300, 300, 300, 300, 300, 400, 400, 400);
release COMPUTER; gO to COMPUTE end;
end.

Fig. 2-Complete SOL program for the on-line system.
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ing the system) will be created at intervals of about 2.5
sec. We have started the system with three transactions
so that it will not take it very long to arrive at a more or
less stable condition.
The program now proceeds as follows:
START: Q<-l1:6; enter QUEUE

August

This statement causes the printing of a line during the
simulation, having the form "TU 3 SENDS MESSAGE 2 AT
TIME 12610." The "#" symbols indicate a string inserted
into the output.

TUSTATE[Q

['];

Another global variable TUSTATE [Q] is now set to 1 to
The statement "Q<-1:6" means that local variable Q is indicate that the typed message is ready to send.
set to a random number between 1 and 6; thus the user TUSTATE[Q] has three possible settings.
is assigned to one of the six typewriters. The "enter"
statement refers to one of six global quantities,
f e.
TUSTATE =0 means the TU gis
TUSTATE = 1 means the message has been typed.
QUEUE [1], -, QUEUE[6]. At the conclusion of the
simulation, data will be reported giving the average
number of people in each queue at a given time, and The next statement
also the maximum number.
wait until TUSTATE [] 0;
MESSAGE TYPE-(1,1,2,2
2
2
2
3
3
MESSAGE TYPE
3)
'
','2,22'2''33'means
the transaction is to stop at this point until
The expression (E1, E2, * * *, E,,) denotes a random TUSTATE[Q] has been set to zero (by some other transchoice selected from among the n expressions. There- action). This indicates that we are to wait until the
fore, the given statement means that the local variable answer message has been fully received. When that ocMESSAGE TYPE receives the value 1 with probability 20 curs, the transaction finishes its work as follows:
per cent, 2 with probability 50 per cent and 3 with
probabilitv 30 per cent; this represents the choice of
tabulate (time - START TIME) in TABLE [Q;
B or C as stated earlier.
message A,mA
The latter statement is used for statistical data;
seize TU[Q];
TABLE [Q] is a global quantity which receives "readings"
This statement refers to one of the global quantities by means of "tabulate" statements. At the end of simuTU[1], * * *, TU[6], which are classified as facilities. A lation, this table is printed out giving the mean, the
facility is seized by one transaction, and then it cannot standard deviation and a histogram of the data it has
be seized by another transaction until it has been re- received.
leased by the former transaction. Therefore, if transacQ, #RECEIVES REPLY AT TIME#, time;
outpUt
tion X comes to a seize statement, where the correspondcancel end;
ing facility is busy (i.e., has been seized by transaction
Y), transaction X stops executing its program until The last statement, "cancel," causes the disappearance
transaction Y releases the facility. If several transac- of the transaction, and the word "end" indicates the
tions are waiting for this event, they are processed in a end of the program for this process.
first-come-first-served fashion.
Program 2), which runs simultaneously with 1) and
Thus,
TQ
ssh
i
the situThus, the statement "seize T-U
[Q] eexpresses
describes the action of the PBU's
3),
ation that the user takes control of typewriter number 3
process PBU; begin integer s, T, WORDS;
Q, after possibly waiting in line for it to become available.
new transaction to SCAN; T*-3;
1
~~~~~~~~SCAN:
TUMESSAGE [Q ]<-MESSAGE TYPE;
We have three local variables, s, T and WORDS. At the
This statement says that the global variable TUMES- beginning, two transactions (representing the two
SAGE[Q] is set to indicate the type of message. This PBU's) start at SCAN, one with its variable T = 0, the
global variable is used to communicate with the PBU other with T =3.
process which is described below.
SCAN: T<-T+1; if T>6 then T*-1; wait 1;
wait 6000:8000;
These statements represent the cyclic scanning process
This statement simulates the time of 6 to 8 sec, taken which we assume takes 1 msec. The variable T represents the number of the TU which the PBU will be
by the man to type his request on the terminial unit.
T

thme-firstatemven "aseize.

START TIME <-time;
We now set the local variable START TIME equal to
"time," the current value of the simulated clock.
outpt #U#,Q,#END MESAG#, MSSAE TPE,
#AT TIME#, time;

referencing.

S-SBNUMBER [T];
"SBNUMBER" iS a table of constants, which is used to
tell which SB corresponds to the TU scanned.
seize LINE;
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We now seize the facility LINE, which represents the
long-distance communication lines. (If the other PBU
has seized LINE already, we must wait until it has been
released.)
wait 5; if SB[S] busy then
(wait 80; release LINE; gO to SCAN);
We wait 5 msec for a control signal to propagate to the
SB unit. Here SB[s] is a facility; if it is busy (i.e., has
been seized by the other PBU) we wait 80 msec more,
receiving no signal back, so we release the line and return to scan the next TU.
seize S B
wait 15; if TUSTATE [TI then
release
release SB
(wait
gO to SCAN);
65;
(wait
65; release LINE;
LINE; release SB IS];
[sgotoSCAN);
If SB [s] received the control signal, it is brought under
the control of this PBU. Fifteen milliseconds later, the
number T has been transmitted across the line, and it
takes 65 msec for the SB to determine if TU[T] is ready
to transmit or not. If not, we release the SB and the
line, and scan again.

[s,];

wait 225; SEND: wait 170; if pr(0.02) then
(wait 20; go to SEND);
It takes 225 msec for the SB to get ready to transmit
the message and to send a warning signal across the
line to the PBU. Then 170 msec are required to send the
input message. The construction "if pr(0.02)" means
"2 per cent of the time," and so this statement indicates
that, with probability 0.02, a parity error in the transmission is detected; in such a case, we send back a signal
calling for retransmission of the message.
new transaction to COMPUTATION; wait 20; release SB [S];
release LINE; TUSTATE [T] -2; cancel;
At this point two parallel processes take place. As the
PBU tries to send the message to the computer, it also
sends a "message received" signal across the lines to the
SB, and, 20 msec later, the SB and the lines are released.
The TUSTATE is adjusted, and then this portion of the
transaction is cancelled.

COMPUTATION: seize COMPUTER;
WORDS<-TUMESSAGE [T] +2;
wait (if WORDS= 3 then 250 else
if WORDS
-4 then 300 else 400);
release COMPUTER;
Here we send the message to the computer facility,
possibly waiting for it to become available. The local
variable WORDS is set to the number of words output
for the current message, and we also wait the appropriate amount of computer time. At this point, the output
message has been created by the computer, and it has
been sent back to the PBU. The final Job iS.'
to output
this message, one word at a time:

OUTPUT: wait 1; seize LINE; wait 5;
if SB [S ] busy then (wait 80; release LINE; gO to OUTPUT);
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A control word is sent out to interrogate the SB, as in

the case of input above.
seize SB [s]; wait 75;
RECEIVE: wait 80; if pr(0.01) then
(wait 20; go to RECEIVE);
release LINE;

We have output one word to the SB; there was probability 1 per cent that a transmission error was detected.
WORDS WORDS-1;
if WORDS =0 then new transaction to SCAN;

wait 325; release SB[S]; wait 170;
After the last word has been transmitted, a parallel
.
activity starts with another scan. It takes 325 msec for
the SB to send the word to the typewriter, and another
170 msec are required for the typewriter to finish its
typing.
if WORDS>0 then go to OUTPUT;
TUSTATE[T]<-0; cancel end;
When the output has all been typed, TUSTATE is reset to
zero (thus activating the USER transaction) and this
parallel branch of the program disappears.
Program 3) is used to describe the traffic which takes
place at the computer, by creating six simulated PBU's
as follows:
process OTHER PBUS;
begin integer I; i<--6;
CREATE: new transaction to COMPUTE;
II-1; if I > 0 then go to CREATE; cancel;
COMPUTE: wait 3200:5000; seize COMPUTER;
wait (250,250,300,300,300,300,300,400,400,400);
release COMPUTER; gO to COMPUTE end;
Our example program is now almost complete. We
precede the three processes given above by the following
code, which declares the global quantities. There is also
a fourth process which accomplishes the initialization
and which stops the simulation after 1 hour of simulated
time.

facility TU[6], SB [3], LINE, COMPUTER;
store 10 QUEUE [6];
integer TUSTATE [6], SBNUMBER [6], TUMESSAGE [6];
table (2000 step 500 until 15000) TABLE [6];
process MASTER CONTROL;
begin SBNUMBER [1 ] <-1; SBNUMBER [2] <-2;
SBNUMBER [3P-1; SBNUMBER[4] <-2;
wait

SBNUMBER

[56X-i; SBNUMBERd[6;-3;

60X60X1000; stop end;

REMARKS
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Fig. 3 is a sample of somne of the output resulting
from the program of the preceding section,
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The ideas used in SOL for creating and canceling programs," which we assume are to be run on the simltutransactions have applications in the design of languages lated computers, are easily coded in SOL's language.
for highly parallel computers.
The techniques which are used in the implementation
AcrNoWeDGre Nt
The authors wish to express their appreciatios to J.
of SOL will be the subject of another paper. It should be
indicated here, however, that the implenmentation gives Merner for many helpful suggestions.
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